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a b s t r a c t
Context: ECML is a modeling language for hybrid systems, proposed by ETRI in Korea. ECML extended the
basic formalism, DEV&DESS, with uses in modeling and simulation, whereas algorithmic veriﬁcation on
the ECML models continues to be an on-going research task.
Objective: This paper proposes a veriﬁcation technique to verify ECML models with SpaceEx, a veriﬁcation
platform for hybrid systems. It includes translation rules from ECML into the SpaceEx model.
Method: As SpaceEx reads linear hybrid automata, we developed translation rules from ECML models to
linear hybrid automata and implemented an automatic translator ECMLtoSpaceEx. We also developed a
rule checker ECML Checker to check whether an ECML model complies with assumptions and restrictions
to overcome the semantic gap between the two formal languages. We performed a case study with an
extension of the widely used example ‘barrel-ﬁller system’ to demonstrate the effectiveness of our veriﬁcation technique.
Results: The veriﬁcation result shows that our veriﬁcation technique can translate ECML models into
SpaceEx models, and we also perform formal veriﬁcation on ECML models with SpaceEx.
Conclusions: The proposed technique can verify ECML with support fromSpaceEx. We expect that the
proposed translation rules can be used with minor modiﬁcations to translate ECML models into different
notations, and thus allow for the use of veriﬁcation tools other than SpaceEx.
© 2017 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
A hybrid system [1] is a dynamical system whose behavior
is a combination of continuous and discrete dynamics. The discrete part usually models modes of system operations, whereas
the continuous part models physical interactions with environments. Many approaches for modeling and analyzing hybrid systems, based on ﬁnite state machines (FSMs), have been proposed.
Timed automata [2], (linear) hybrid automata [3,4], DEV&DESS [5],
CHARON [6], and ECML [7] are examples of modeling methods. UPPAAL [8], KRONOS [9], HyTech [10], PHAVer [11], and SpaceEx [12] are
algorithmic veriﬁcation tools (i.e., for model checking [13,14]) for
hybrid systems. Rigorous quality demonstration [15–19] is required
for hybrid system models, since they are used for the modeling
and analysis of safety-critical systems such as automotive, avionics, and military defense systems.
ECML (ETRI Cyber-Physical System Modeling Language) is an
extension of the basic formalism DEV&DESS (Discrete Event & Differential Equation System Speciﬁcation) [5] with various uses in
modeling and simulation, and was recently proposed by ETRI (Electronics and Telecommunications Research Institute) in Korea. It has
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been used for hybrid system modeling and the simulation of systems such as those of robot control [20], military weapons, and
unmanned aerial vehicles [21]. ETRI also proposed ‘EcoSuite [22]’
which is a dependable CPS (Cyber-Physical System) software development environment. EcoSuite includes the ECML modeling environment ‘EcoPOD’ (ETRI CPS Open Platform Developer), ‘EcoSIM’
(ETRI CPS Simulator) and it supports HILS (Hardware-in-the-Loop
Simulation) [23]. These modeling and simulation environments are
presented in [24], and the formal deﬁnition of the ECML formalism
is proposed in [7].
It, however, still needs algorithmic methods for verifying safety
and reachability. Our previous studies [25–29] attempted to verify
the DEV&DESS and ECML models with HyTech. The tool generates
an error trajectory, and it helps the user to analyze the veriﬁcation result, but HyTech may not be able to analyze complex systems [11,30]. All of our previous studies focused only on the formal veriﬁcation of small and simple dynamics, and they used the
urgent transition of HyTech to overcome the semantic gap between
the ECML and HyTech models. We, therefore, required a more powerful approach capable of accommodating the ECML models used
in practice. Here, we present a solution for verifying ECML models
via PHAVer and SpaceEx. In [31], we present a pilot study performed
to conﬁrm that our proposal can perform more powerful veriﬁcations on more complicated models.
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This paper proposes a veriﬁcation technique that can verify hybrid system models written in ECML using the SpaceEx veriﬁcation
platform. SpaceEx supports three veriﬁcation scenarios (i.e., algorithms), which are PHAVer (Polyhedral Hybrid Automaton Veriﬁer)
[11], LGG (Le Guernic-Girard) [12], and STC (Space-Time with Clustering) [32]. PHAVer was a stand-alone tool and it is integrated into
SpaceEx. STC is an enhancement of LGG that produces fewer convex sets for a given accuracy and computes more precise images
of discrete transitions [33]. LGG and STC use nonlinear hybrid automata as an input model, whereas PHAVer uses linear hybrid automata (hereafter LHA) [4]. We choose PHAVer scenario to verify
ECML models, since ECML models use deterministic transitions and
we use linear dynamics to describe the behaviors of the deterministic transitions in hybrid automata model (see Section 3.5). When
we choose the PHAVer scenario [34,35], SpaceEx uses LHA as an input front-end, and we ﬁrst have to translate the ECML models into
LHA models in order to make the SpaceEx veriﬁcation possible.
We ﬁrst developed a set of rules for translating an ECML model
into LHA models. It covers the translation of coupled models as
well as single models, and also considered the semantic gap between these two formalisms carefully. For example, ECML uses deterministic transitions, but LHA use nondeterministic transitions
[36]. ECML variables are updated in three ways (i.e., continuously,
discretely, and based on events), whereas LHA have only continuous variables. The communication approaches between models
are also different. LHA are synchronized with a synchronization label, whereas ECML, which has no such mechanism, only uses I/Obased sequential coupling. The proposed translation rules considered most of the semantic gaps and implemented an automatic
translator ‘ECMLtoSpaceEx.’ This translator reads an ECML model
and translates it into LHA models for SpaceEx mechanically.
This paper also proposes a small set of assumptions and restrictions for modeling with ECML in order to overcome the gap
that our translation rules could not address. ECML supports various conveniences in modeling (i.e., syntactic sugars), which cannot be transformed into equivalent LHA. For example, ECML supports user-deﬁned data types and external functions, deﬁned with
functions of the C++ programming language. We developed ‘ECML
Checker’ to check an ECML model against the assumptions and restrictions, and it then advises experts to avoid building the model
in these ways.
In order to demonstrate the effectiveness of tools, ‘ECMLtoSpaceEx’1 and ‘ECML Checker’ can conduct a formal veriﬁcation
with SpaceEx on ECML models, we performed a case study with an
example of a ‘barrel production system’ [29]. It extends the widely
used example ‘barrel-ﬁller system’ of [5] into a larger system (i.e.,
the ‘barrel-ﬁller system’ is part of the ‘barrel production system’).
We modeled the system with ECML and used “ECMLtoSpaceEx”
to translate it into a LHA for SpaceEx. We then successfully performed the SpaceEx reachability analysis to verify the reachability and safety properties against the mechanically translated
model. SpaceEx supports graphical representations of variables as
a counter-example, however they are neither easy to understand
nor analyze. The veriﬁcation results of SpaceEx shows all reachable
sets when the model satisﬁes the speciﬁc condition (i.e., forbidden states) (Section 4.3). Therefore, our translation from ECML into
linear hybrid automata uses intentionally extra elements such as
clock variables to allow for a more in-depth analysis of the veriﬁcation results.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews and compares the two formalisms—ECML and linear hybrid automata—to
aid the understanding of the translation proposed in the next Sec-

1
Available
at
ECMLtoSpaceEx.zip”.

“http://dslab.konkuk.ac.kr/Hybrid-System/ECMLtoSpaceEx/

Fig. 1. Error modeling function of ECML.

tion. Section 3 proposes the translation rules from ECML to LHA for
the SpaceEx veriﬁcation. Section 4 reports on a case study with an
ECML example of a barrel production system, and Section 5 surveys
modeling and veriﬁcation techniques for hybrid systems and compares them with the proposed technique. We conclude the paper
in Section 6.
2. Background
In the following sections we model a simple thermostat example [10] with ECML and LHA and propose formal deﬁnitions
for the formalisms. Besides that, we review and compare the two
formalisms—ECML and LHA.
2.1. ECML
ECML [7] is a modeling language for hybrid systems [37] that
was recently proposed by ETRI in Korea. It extends the basic formalism DEV&DESS with various conveniences, such as hierarchies
and error modeling. For example, error modeling is an optional
function for ECML simulation. An expert set a normal state for a
variable as described in Fig. 1. When the normal state is violated
during simulation, the simulation environment informs the expert
about the violation.
The basic component of ECML models is BM (Behavioral Model).
Fig. 2 describes an ECML BM for a thermostat system which is a
modiﬁed model of [10]. The system models states of a heater in order to control the temperature. It has three phases, switch_off (the
power switch of the heater is turned off), on (the heater is turned
on) and off (the heater is turned off). The initial phase is switch_off,
thus the behavior of the model starts in switch_off phase. The input
variable xD
1 represents a power switch. When the power switch is
turned on (i.e., xD
1 = 1), the model transits to on phase and a lamp
is turned on (i.e., yD
= 1) to indicate state of the switch. The value
1
of the continuous state variable sC1 represents temperature, and the
value rises at the rate two degrees per time units (d (sC1 ) = 2) in
on phase. The heater is turned off (i.e., the model transits to off)
when the temperature reaches four degrees. The temperature falls
according to d (sC1 ) = −4, therefore, it returns to on phase in order
to turn on the heater after one time unit.
ECML models have three different rate types of variables: discrete events (E), discrete values (D), continuous values (C). The
three types of variables have different behavior with respect to
how their values evolve over time. When an event occurs, a discrete event type variable is assigned a value and is reset to zero.
The value of discrete value type variable is held constant until the
next assignment occurs. The value of a continuous value type variable changes continuously, and rate deﬁnes the rate of change of
the value at a phase.
Variables in ECML also have port types and various data types.
ECML has three port types: input (X), output (Y), and state (continuous state SC , discrete state SD ). An ECML BM obtains data from
a connected model via input variables, changes the internal states
with state variables, and sends data with output variables. Data
types determine the possible values for the variable. Integer, Double,
Boolean and String are the types supported by ECML. The modeling
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Fig. 2. ECML BMTH for the thermostat system.

Fig. 3. Modeling and simulation tools for ECML (‘EcoPOD and ‘EcoSIM’.

environment “EcoPOD” [38,39] and the visual simulator “EcoSIM”
[40,41] support visual modeling and simulation [24], as illustrated
in Fig. 3.
An ECML model is hierarchically structured into a set of basic components. A basic component is modeled as a BM and their
composition is modeled as an SM (Structural Model). Fig. 3 shows
an example model in EcoPOD. ‘CBMs’ (CPS Behavioral Models) are
BMs and rectangles tagged ‘CSM’ (CPS Structural Model) are SMs.
They are connected via port variables. We use [A] (Analog) to depict continuous values in EcoPOD, because [C] is used to depict
constant variables. A BM is deﬁned as follows:
BM = X, Y, S, Init, CondE , TransE , OutE , CondS , TransS , OutS , OutC ,
OutD , Rate
• X = X C × X D × X E is the set of inputs,
where,
• X C = {(xC1 , xC2 , . . . ) | xC1 ∈ X1C , xC2 ∈ X2C , . . . } is the structured set
of continuous value inputs with input variables xCi
• X D = { ( xD
, xD
, . . . ) | xD
∈ X1D , xD
∈ X2D , . . . } is the structured
1
2
1
2
set of discrete value inputs with input variables xD
i
• XE is the set of discrete event inputs
C
D
E
• Y = Y × Y × Y is the set of outputs,
where,
• Y C = {(yC1 , yC2 , . . . ) | yC1 ∈ Y1C , yC2 ∈ Y2C , . . . } is the structured set
of continuous value outputs with output variables yCi
D
D
D D
D
• Y D = { ( yD
1 , y2 , . . . ) | y1 ∈ Y1 , y2 ∈ Y2 , . . . } is the structured
set of discrete value outputs with output variables yD
i

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

• YE is the set of discrete event outputs
S = P × SD × SC is the set of states: the Cartesian product of
phases P, discrete states SD and continuous states SC
Init = S0 × X0 × Y0 is the initial condition set to deﬁne the initial
states and initial values of inputs and outputs
CondE : S × X→
 Bool is the external event transition condition
function for conditioning the execution of the external events
TransE : S × X→
 S is the external event transition function
OutE : S × X→
 Y is the output function for external event transitions
CondS : S × XC × XD →
 Bool is the state transition condition function for conditioning the execution of the internal state events
TransS : S × XC × XD →
 S is the internal state transition function
OutS : S × XC × XD →
 Y is the output function for internal state
transitions
OutC : S × XC × XD →
 YC is the continuous value output function
OutD : P × SD × XD →
 YD is the discrete output function
C
D
Rate: S × X × X →
 SC is the rate of change function

A BM corresponds to a DEV&DESS model. The semantics of an
ECML BM is described as follows:
1. Intervals t1 , t2  with no events: Only the continuous states SC
change. The continuous states at the end of the interval are
computed from the state at the beginning plus the integral of
the rate of change function Rate(s(t), xC (t), xD (t)) (t = t1 , t2  )
along the interval. The continuous behavior of the model is
speciﬁed by Rate(s(t), xC (t), xD (t)) and the continuous value
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Fig. 4. The formal deﬁnition of BMTH for the ‘Thermostat System’.

output function OutC (s(t), xC (t), xD (t)), whereas the discrete
value output is generated by the discrete value output function
OutD (p(t), sD (t), xD (t)).
2. An internal state event occurs ﬁrst at time t in interval t1 , t2 :
The continuous states at the time of the transition are computed from the state at the beginning plus the integral of
the rate of change function Rate(s(t ), xC (t ), xD (t )) (t  = t1 , t] )
along the interval until time t. Likewise, the hybrid outputs are
generated until time t. At time t, the state transition condition function CondS (s(t), xC (t), xD (t)) evaluates to true. That is,
an internal state event occurs. Here, the internal state transition function TransS (s(t), xC (t), xD (t)) is executed to deﬁne
a new state. The output function for internal state transitions
OutS (s(t), xC , xD (t)) is called to generate an output at time t.
3. An external discrete event occurs ﬁrst at time t in interval t1 ,
t2 : The continuous states at the time of the transition are
computed from the state at the beginning plus the integral of
Rate(s(t  ), xC (t  ), xD (t  ))(t  = t1 , t] ) along the interval until t.
Likewise, the hybrid outputs are generated until time t. At time
t, the external event transition condition function CondE (s(t),
x(t)) evaluates to true. That is, the external event transition
occurs. Here, the external event transition function TransE (s(t),
x(t)) is executed to deﬁne a new state. The output function for
external event transitions OutE (s(t), x(t)) is called to generate an
output at time t.
The formal deﬁnition for the BMTH for the thermostat system is
described in Fig. 4.
An SM corresponds to a coupled DEV&DESS model. A structural
model contains basic behavioral models (BMs), coupled to each
other with connecting ports describing the ﬂow of rate typed as
discrete, continuous, or event. ‘CSM CPSVehicle’ in Fig. 3 is an example of an ECML SM. The formal deﬁnition of an SM is based on
the formal deﬁnition of the coupled DEV&DESS model [5]. It uses
inﬂuencer to represent I/O connection (i.e., coupling) of models. The
inﬂuencer is a model (i.e., BM or SM) of which the output variable inﬂuences the input variable of the other model. For example,
‘CBM Control’ is an inﬂuencer of ‘CBM Dynamics,’ and the output
translation function zi, r deﬁnes I/O connection of the models. The
SM formal deﬁnition includes formal deﬁnitions of BMs which are
included corresponding SM. An SM is deﬁned as follows:
SM = XS , YS , R, BM, I, Z, Select 
• XS = XSC × XSD × XSE is the set of inputs of the structural model

Fig. 5. Linear hybrid automaton LHATH for the thermostat system.

• YS = YSC × YSD × YSE is the set of outputs of the structural model
• R = RB × RS is the set with a single references to the current
structural model, where,
• RB is the set of behavioral model references
• RS = {r S } is the set of the structural model reference
• For each rB ∈ RB ,
• bmrB ∈ BM is a behavioral model,
bmrB =  X, Y, S, Init, CondE , TransE , Out E , CondS , TransS , Out S ,
Out C , Out D , Rate
• For each r ∈ R,
• Ir is the set of inﬂuencers. Ir ⊆R, r ∈ Ir
• For each i ∈ Ir , zi, r ∈ Z is the function mapping i to r as follows
• zi, r : XS →
 Xr and Select = bmr , if i = r S
• zi, r : Yi →
 YS if r = r S
• zi, r : Yi →
 Xr and Select = bmr , if i = rS and r = rS
• Select is the function selecting a behavioral model to be executed
2.2. Linear hybrid automata
LHA [4] is a kind of hybrid automata [42]. At each location of
LHA, the behavior of all variables is governed by linear constraints
on the ﬁrst derivatives. Fig. 5 describes a linear hybrid automaton for the thermostat system. The states of the heater are the
switch_off, on and off locations. Initial location is switch_off and the
model transits to on when the power switch is turned on (xD
= 1).
1
When the model remains in the on location, the value of temperature (sC1 ) rises at the rate two degrees per time unit (sC˙1 = 2). The
transitions of LHA are nondeterministic transitions; thus, the transition might not occur although the jump condition sC1 ≥ 4 is true.
In order to remain in the on location, the variable should satisfy
the invariant condition of on (sC1 ≤ 5). Therefore, the model transits
from on to off when the value of sC1 is 4 ≤ sC1 ≤ 5.
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Some elements have different characteristics between ECML
models and linear hybrid automata. In LHA, variables can have
continuous, real-valued types only. Transitions in ECML are deterministic, whereas the control switches of linear hybrid automaton
are nondeterministic. LHA also have invariant conditions (inv). A
linear hybrid automaton basically uses shared variables and synchronization labels (syn) to communicate with another linear hybrid automaton, whereas ECML uses a port connection (to output variables). There is no hierarchy in LHA (i.e., it is a ﬂat system). However, SpaceEx supports port connections whereas basic
LHA [10] do not support this feature. Therefore, we use the formal
deﬁnition of [11] in order to specify port connections of SpaceEx
LHA model. The translation rules consider not only characteristics
of basic LHA but also characteristics of SpaceEx LHA model. A linear
hybrid automaton is deﬁned as follows:
LHA = X, V, ﬂow, inv, init, E, jump,  , syn
• X is a set of continuous, real-valued variables. X is divided into
controlled variables C and input variables I = X \ C, and a subset
O of C is designated as the output variables [11].
• V is a set of control modes (locations)
• ﬂow is a labeling function that assigns a ﬂow condition to each
control mode v ∈ V. The ﬂow condition ﬂow(v) is a predicate
over the variables in X ∪ X˙ , and it refers to the ﬁrst derivative of
xi ∈ X˙ . While the control of the hybrid automaton A is in mode
v, the values of the variables and their ﬁrst derivatives satisfy
the ﬂow condition ﬂow(v).
• inv is a labeling function that assigns an invariant condition to
each control mode v ∈ V. While the control of the hybrid automaton A is in mode v, the variables in X must satisfy the invariant condition inv(v).
• init is a labeling function that assigns an initial condition to
each control mode v ∈ V.
• E is a ﬁnite multiset of control switches. Each control switch (v,
v ) is a directed edge between a source mode v ∈ V and a target
mode v ∈ V.
• jump is a labeling function that assigns a jump condition to
each control switch e ∈ E. The jump condition jump(e) is a predicate over variables in X ∪ X , where X  = {x1 , x2 , . . . , xn }. The unprimed symbol xi , for 1 ≤ i ≤ n, refers to the value of the variable xi before the control switch, and the primed symbol xi
refers to the value of xi after the control switch.
•  is a ﬁnite set of events
• A labeling function syn that assigns an event in  to each control switch e ∈ E.
LHA satisfy the following two requirements [10], Linearity and
Flow independence.
1. Linearity: For every control mode v ∈ V, the ﬂow condition
ﬂow(v), the invariant condition inv(v), and the initial condition
init(v) are convex linear predicates. For every control switch
e ∈ E, the jump condition jump(e) is a convex linear predicate.
2. Flow independence: For every control mode v ∈ V, the ﬂow condition ﬂow(v) is a predicate over the variables in X˙ only (and
does not contain any variables from X).
A SpaceEx model is structured into subsystems and they communicate with each other using input and output variables.
SpaceEx classiﬁes variables according to two criteria. One is local
and the other is controlled. A local variable is only used in the corresponding subsystem. A controlled variable is assigned a value in
the subsystem, thus a local variable is a subset of controlled variables. A ﬂow for a controlled variable should be deﬁned in the subsystem, if not, the variable can have a random value ([−∞, ∞]). If a
variable is not classiﬁed as a controlled variable (i.e., input variable),
ﬂow for the variable does not need to be deﬁned in the subsystem.
In Fig. 5, we assume that sC1 and yD
are controlled variables and xD
1
1
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is an input variable. Thus, LHATH has ﬂow conditions for sC1 and yD
1
in each location, while the model does not have ﬂow conditions for
the input variable xD
. The formal deﬁnition for LHATH is deﬁned as
1
described in Fig. 6.

2.3. The semantic gap between these two formalisms
This paper proposes to use SpaceEx as a means to verify ECML
models formally. Therefore, we ﬁrst need to translate ECML models into LHA models. This section compares the two formalisms
as shown in Table 1, and brieﬂy overviews the semantic gaps between them and how we could resolve some of them. All important semantic gaps to be resolve are labeled as G.1 ∼ G.7. We left
G.1 and G.7 to the modeler with support of our CASE tool (‘ECML
Checker’), and resolve the other gaps except for a speciﬁc case of
G.6. Section 3 explains how the gaps are addressed in details.
• (G.1 Dynamics) ECML supports nonlinear dynamics, but LHA
does not. We advise the ECML modeler to use linear dynamics
if formal veriﬁcation via SpaceEx is required.
• (G.2 Variables) Variables in ECML consist of port types, rate types,
and data types, whereas LHA has only one type – the continuous
real-value type. All types of ECML variables should be translated
appropriately.
• (G.3 Transitions) Transitions of ECML are enabled deterministically, whereas control switches of LHA transit nondeterministically. We need to make the translated LHA work
deterministically as ECML.
• (G.4 Invariants) ECML does not support invariant as LHA. The
semantic gap is not a problem we need to resolve because we
translate ECML models into LHA models. We use invariants to
resolve the G.3.
• (G.5 Communication) An ECML BM shares data with another BM
through I/O port connections, whereas LHA uses shared variables and broadcasting events with synchronization labels. I/O
ports are translated into shared variables, and we also use the
synchronization labels to reset discrete event ports.
• (G.6 Variable Assignments) ECML assigns a value at phase and
transition, whereas LHA does this at transitions only. Furthermore, when a transition has more than one variable assignment, ECML processes it sequentially, whereas LHA does it in
parallel. We translate an ECML model into an equivalent LHA,
which has a particular structure to guarantee the assignment
order (see Sections 3.1.6 and 3.1.7).
• (G.7 User-Deﬁned Functions) User-deﬁned functions of ECML
cannot be translated naïvely, since they are deﬁned using the
C++ programming language.

3. The ECMLtoLHA translation
This section proposes translation rules from an ECML model
into LHA models. The rules map each element of ECML into a corresponding element of LHA. Whereas most of the rules are 1:1
translations, some rules are not straightforward due to the semantic gap between these two formalisms. Fig. 7 overviews the structure of translation from ECML models to LHA models.
Section 3.1 describes the translation of behavioral models,
whereas Section 3.2 presents the translation of structural models. Section 3.3 explains the restrictions and assumptions of the
proposed translation rules. The translation process from ECML
models to LHA models and the supporting tools are introduced
in Section 3.4. We discuss further considerations of the proposed
translation rules in Section 3.5.
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Fig. 6. The formal deﬁnition of LHATH for the ‘Thermostat System’.

Table 1
Comparison of ECML and LHA.
Category

ECML

LHA

G.1 Dynamics

Nonlinear dynamics

Linear dynamics

G.2 Variables
G.2.1. Port Type

State/Input/Output

Variable
∗
State/Input/Output
Continuous
Real

G.2.2 Rate Type
G.2.3 Data Type

∗

Continuous/Discrete value/Discrete event
Integer, Double, String, User-deﬁned

G.3 Transitions
G.4 Invariants
G.5 Communication

Deterministic
Unsupported
I/O port connection

Non-deterministic
Supported
Shared variables & Synchronized labels
∗
I/O port connection & Synchronized labels

G.6 Variable Assignments
G.7 User-Deﬁned Functions

Phase & Transition/Sequential
Supported

Jump Condition/Parallel
Unsupported

in SpaceEx

Fig. 7. Overview of translation structure from ECML models to LHA models.
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Fig. 8. Example of a basic translation from ECML BM into LHA.

3.1. The translation of behavioral models
Fig. 9. Examples of translating deterministic/non-deterministic transitions.

A Behavioral Model (BM) comprises variables with initial conditions, rate, phases, and transitions. Each element of a BM is translated into a corresponding element of an LHA as explained in the
following sections. On the other hand, some elements of ECML
cannot be translated into LHA directly and involve auxiliary deﬁnitions. The translation of sequential assignments of ECML models is
an example, and we proposed appropriate solutions for each case.
3.1.1. Variables
Every input/output variable (i.e., X and Y) and state variable (i.e.,
SD and SC ) of BM is translated into a corresponding variable of LHA.
A variable of ECML has a rate type and data type, whereas LHA
support continuous real-valued variables only (G.2). Therefore, the
ECML variables of various rate types and data types are translated
into continuous real-valued variables. Fig. 8(a) describes example
of an ECML BM. The model has two phases p1 and p2 . When the
external input xC1 ≥ 0 is true and the value of discrete state sD
is
2
‘switch_o f f,’ the model transits to p2 besides the discrete output
variable yD
is assigned 0 value.
1
The rate types of ECML (continuous, discrete, and event) are
translated into the continuous type using the ﬂow element of LHA.
The continuous type is translated straightforwardly, but a zero ﬂow
(e.g., y˙D
= 0 as depicted in Fig. 8) is added to every location for the
1
variables of discrete/event types. The discrete/event type variables
are only deﬁned in output functions (Out) and the values of the
variables are not changed continuously in ECML models. It is noteworthy that input variables of ECML can be translated in two ways.
In case of those connected to a top-level SM (i.e., it obtains input
values from the external environment), it is translated into a variable with random values. This is achieved by not deﬁning a ﬂow
condition to this variable. If the input obtains values from other
connected BM, we consider this connection in the translation.
Integer, Double, and Boolean data types of ECML are translated
into the Real type of LHA without losing information. String data
type variables are used to describe simulation user commands
such as ‘switch_on’ and ‘switch_off’ and these are translated into
speciﬁc R values in LHA. In Fig. 8(a), sD
is a String data type vari2
able, used in the transition condition between p1 and p2 . Considering that ‘switch_off’ is mapped to the number 0, the condition sD
2 =
switch_off is translated into sD
= 0.
2

3.1.2. Initial condition
A BM has an initial condition Init consisting of an initial phase
and a set of initial values of all variables. An LHA also has an initial
control mode and a set of initial values of all variables. All corresponding elements of initial conditions should coincide with each
other.
3.1.3. Rate
The rate of each phase in a BM corresponds to the ﬂow of each
˙
control mode in LHA. We write “contents
= a” or “contents == a”,
(a is a real value constant) to describe the ﬂow condition of each
control mode in LHA, while BM uses the form of “d (contents ) = a.”
As described in Section 3.1.1, discrete and event type variables are
translated into continuous variables in LHA. If a ﬂow condition is
not used to deﬁne the variables, an LHA recognizes that the variable can have [−∞, ∞] ranged values (i.e., random values). This
is the case for input variables that receive values from the external environment, as previously explained. The rate of discrete and
event type variables is deﬁned using zero-valued ﬂow conditions.
3.1.4. Phase & transition
Phase and transition in ECML basically correspond to control
mode (i.e., location) and (source control mode, target control mode)
∈ E in LHA, respectively. Each condition and action statement on
a transition in a BM are equivalent to the jump of an LHA. The
straightforward translation of phases and transitions, however, results in different behaviors of LHA, since the deterministic transitions of ECML will be translated into non-deterministic ones of
LHA (G.3). When a transition condition is true, then a deterministic transition of ECML will be executed without delay. On the other
hand, even if a transition condition is satisﬁed, a non-deterministic
transition of LHA may not be enabled [43].
For example, Fig. 9(a) is an ECML BM consisting of two phases
(p1 and p2 ) and one transition (p1 , p2 ). When the transition condition “sC1 >= 2” with a continuous state variable sC1 is true in p1 ,
the transition is executed and the phase changes into p2 without
time advance (i.e., immediately). The BM can be translated into
the LHA model in Fig. 9(b) straightforwardly. However, the control
switch between l1 and l2 might not happen even if the jump(l1 ,
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Fig. 10. An ECML BM with three phases.

Fig. 11. Translated LHA from the ECML BM presented in Fig. 10.

l2 ) condition is satisﬁed, and the translated LHA model in Fig. 9(b)
now shows a different behavior with respect to the original ECML
model in Fig. 9(a). On the other hand, the translated LHA in Fig. 9(c)
works deterministically. If the invariant condition “sC1 <= 2” is not
satisﬁed, it cannot remain at l1 . So it has to transit to l2 immediately, and the value of sC1 is 2 at that time. Finally, the translated
Fig. 9(c) now works equivalently with its origin Fig. 9(a).
It appears that the translation with an invariant as presented in
Fig. 9(c) could simply solve the problem (G.3). It, however, cannot
solve many common cases such as “a phase has ingoing transitions
and outgoing transitions simultaneously,” as shown in Fig. 10. As
the transition condition of (p2 , p3 ) is “xD
1 >= 1,” the solution of
Fig. 9(c) suggests to use “xD
<
=
1
”
as
an
invariant at p2 . However,
1
if xD
has a larger value than 1 at p1 (i.e., if it does not satisfy the
1
inv of p2 ), transition from p1 to p2 never happens, and the translation will result in an obviously different behavior. We, therefore,
propose a more elaborate solution, ‘passing location’ and ‘progress
location’ as explained in Section 3.1.5.
3.1.5. Passing and progress locations
We propose ‘passing location’ and ‘progress location’ in order
to accommodate the deterministic behavior of ECML. A phase of
an EMCL BM is translated into one passing location and several
progress locations. For translation of the whole LHA from an ECML
BM, we also use an additional variable ‘e’ to indicate elapsed time
at passing locations. A passing location is a window for transiting to
other locations immediately. Time does not advance due to the inv
and ﬂow at the passing location, and the outgoing transitions can
transit to speciﬁc locations immediately when jump conditions are
satisﬁed. At a progress location, time advances and values of variables change according to their ﬂow.
Fig. 11 shows the translated LHA from the ECML BM in Fig. 10.
l1 _ pass, l2 _ pass, and l3 _ pass are passing locations and l1 _ prog0
and l2 _ prog0 are progress locations. Henceforth, we use ‘_ pass’ and
‘_ prog’ to indicate passing location and progress location, respectively. Every passing location has a ﬂow “e˙ = 1” and an inv “e <= 0.”
The initial value of e is zero (0) and all ingoing/outgoing control

switches of passing locations reset it as “e := 0.” We consider the
complement of the jump condition from a passing location to create an inv condition of a progress location.
The translated LHA in Fig. 11 starts at l1 _ pass, but it transits to
l1 _ prog0 immediately due to the inv and ﬂow “e <= 0 ∧ e˙ = 1”. At
l1 _ prog0 , the time advances and sC1 increases continuously up to 2.
When the inv “sC1 <=2” does not hold, it transits back to l1 _ pass
immediately, besides resetting e. Then, it also immediately transits
to l2 _ pass because of the jump condition “sC1 >=2”.
Details of translation using passing and progress locations depend on the rate types of variables in transition conditions. In
Fig. 10, the transition condition of (p2 , p3 ) has a discrete value
variable “xD
.” It is translated into a continuous variable, but the
1
translated variable could retain a value for a while, since every
ﬂow for the variable is x˙D
= 0 (Section 3.1.1). In this case, inv of
1
a progress location should be the negation of the guard. When
the LHA in Fig. 11 remains at l2 _ prog0 , and the value of xD
is
1
D
then changed to 1, it transits to l3 _ pass through l2 _ pass ({xD
1 |x1 ∈
inv(l2 _ prog0 ) ∧ xD
∈ jump(l2 _ prog0 , l2 _ pass )} = ∅). If inv(l2 _ prog0 )
1
were “xD
<= 1,” it could remain in l2 _ prog0 because inv(l2 _ prog0 )
1
is satisﬁed when xD
1 == 1. On the other hand, concerning continuous variables, if inv(l1 _ porg0 ) were “sC1 < 2,” jump(l1 _ pass, l2 _ pass )
would not be satisﬁed (the value of sC1 increases up to 1.999 . . .).
The proposed translation using passing location and progress location can accommodate the deterministic behavior of ECML successfully. The translation of transitions that have event type variable is
described in Section 3.2.2.
3.1.6. Sequential variable assignment
The transition (p1 , p2 ) has an assignment sC1 := 0 ∧ yC1 := sC1 in
Fig. 12(a), and it could be translated into Fig. 12(b) without consideration for sequential assignments of ECML. The assigned values of
yC1 are different after (p1, p2) and (l1 _ pass, l2 _ pass ) are performed,
since ECML assigns values sequentially, whereas LHA does it in parallel (G.6). When sC1 >= 10, ECML assigns “sC1 := 0” ﬁrst, after which
it assigns “yC1 := sC1 ”; thus, the values of sC1 and yC1 are both ‘0.’
LHA assigns “sC1 := 0” and “yC1 := sC1 ” in parallel, hence the value
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Fig. 12. Example of sequential variable assignment.

Fig. 13. ECML BM with an output function in a phase.

of sC1 is “0” and that of yC1 is “10” in this case. We use one more
passing location to resolve the semantic gap as shown in Fig. 12(c),
and it is a modiﬁed LHA from Fig. 12(b). It has the passing location yC1 _ pass and the jump(l1 _ pass, l2 _ pass ) in Fig. 12(b) is divided
into jump(l1 _ pass, yC1 _ pass ) and jump(yC1 _ pass, l2 _ pass ), therefore
the values of sC1 and yC1 are both “0” at l2 _ pass.
3.1.7. Variable assignment at phase
Although an LHA assigns a value to a variable at labeling functions (jumps) on transitions, ECML can do it at both transitions
and phases (G.6). We, therefore, should provide a rule to translate variable assignments on phases of ECML into ones on transitions of LHA, without distorting behaviors. For example, in ECML,
the value of an output variable can change without transiting between phases, as shown in Fig. 13. sC1 is a continuous state variable and yC1 is a continuous output variable. p2 has an output function “yC1 = sC1 ,” assigning the current value of sC1 to yC1 continuously
when the BM remains at p2 . The value of yC1 becomes 1 when the
BM enters p2 , and decreases until 0 along with sC1 before transiting
to p3 .
Fig. 14 is the LHA translated from the ECML BM presented in
Fig. 13. The control switches (l1 _ pass, l2 _ pass) and (l2 _ pass, l3 _ pass)
have the same assignment (yC1 := sC1 ), thus yC1 has the same value
of sC1 whenever it enters and exits l2 _ pass. When it remains at

l2 _ prog0 , the ﬂow “s˙1 = −0.1 & y˙1 = s˙1 ” maintains the equivalence
of the values of y1 and s1 .
Our translation rules cover all cases except one case such as
that depicted in Fig. 15. ECML supports assignments containing
input variables at phases (e.g., yC1 = xC1 at p1 in Fig. 15). In this
case, the ECML model cannot be translated into LHA. The connected model could transit its own phases many times and change
the value of the input variable, whereas the BM model shown in
Fig. 15 remains at p1 . However, there is no element to reﬂect the
changes without a jump in LHA. Our rule checker “ECML Checker”
forbids creating models in such a situation.

3.2. The translation of structural models
An ECML model is deﬁned with the aid of an SM as described in
Fig. 16. An SM contains behavioral models BMs that are connected
with external input and output ports. BMs are also coupled with
each other through connecting input and output ports to describe
the data-ﬂow between them. ECML does not support the hierarchical composition between BMs, unlike Charon [6] and Statecharts
[44], because this complicates mechanical veriﬁcation. All BMs are
at the same level and composed in an SM. In order to translate
an SM, the translation rules translate BMs of the SM to LHA models
and their port connections. A SpaceEx model is structured as a top-
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Fig. 14. LHA translated from the BM in Fig. 13.

Fig. 15. Example of assignment containing input variable.

yE1 is a discrete event output variable of BM1 , and BM2 obtains the
value through the port connection (yE1 → xE1 ). BM1 assigns 2 to yE1
at the (p1 , p2 ) transition, and BM2 checks the value of xE1 at (p3 ,
p4 ). The value of yE1 is reset to 0 after it is sent to BM2 as shown
in Fig. 17(b). An LHA does not have discrete event variables (G.2.2),
therefore translation of the connection needs additional processing
to reset the value.
Figs. 17(c) and (d) are the translated LHA from BM1 and BM2 ,
respectively. Fig. 17(d) has two progress locations (l3 _ prog0 and
l3 _ prog1 ) derived from the BM2 transition. As SpaceEx does not
support the not equal symbol (e.g., xE1 != 2, !(xE1 == 2 )) in modeling, we need two progress locations to translate a transition with
an equal symbol (e.g., xE1 == 2 in BM2 ). The translated LHA have a
common syn yE1 __xE1 __reset, and Fig. 17(c) has an additional passing
location yE1 __xE1 _ pass with an outgoing transition which resets the
value of yE1 __xE1 . When Fig. 17(c) remains at yE1 __xE1 _ pass and the
value of yE1 __xE1 is 2, (yE1 __xE1 _ pass, l2 _ pass ) and (l3 _ pass, l4 _ pass )
are executed at the same time by syn yE1 __xE1 __reset. Therefore, the
event is sent to the corresponding LHA, and is reset after use.
3.3. Restrictions and assumptions

Fig. 16. Example of a structural model.

level network component, which can have base components and network components as children components. The relation of network
component and base components is similar to the relation between
an SM and its BMs. The SM is translated into network component
and its BMs are translated into base component (Section 4.2.3).
3.2.1. Port
ECML uses an I/O port connection, whereas LHA uses shared
variables and synchronization labels for communication (G.5). The
translation rule translates I/O variables into variables in LHA, then
changes the connected names into equivalent names. For example, yD
and xD
are connected in Fig. 16, and their names are both
2
6
changed to “yD
__
xD
.” Every port name used in jump, ﬂow, invariant,
2
6
and init is also changed accordingly. In our case study, we translated the ECML models into SpaceEx models, and it supports a port
connection; thus, the names of port variables are not converted.
3.2.2. Discrete event type port
A discrete event type variable is used for sending an event,
and implicitly resets to 0 after it is sent to the connected BM.
Fig. 17(a) shows an example of a discrete event port connection.

The translation rules discussed above have some assumptions
and restrictions. Table 2 shows a checklist for these rules. The syntax of ECML is basically checked by EcoPOD, and the checklist focuses on checking assumptions and restrictions for LHA translation.
The checklist is explained in previous sections; here, we summarize them. (I.1) notiﬁes the String data type variable translation to
the modeler. The process is depicted in Section 3.1.1. ECML supports user-deﬁned data type variables and functions. However, they
cannot be translated, since they are deﬁned with the aid of the C++
programming language (I.2 and I.3). The translation covers variable
assignments at phases except when an input variable is used in the
assignment (I.4). The ECML model should be linear for the translation of LHA (I.5). Our translation strategy supports recursive variable assignments such as “x = x + 1” In this case, we deﬁne an additional variable to retain the previous value of x, and then perform
the assignment.
We implemented this checklist in “ECML Chekcer” to support
checking the assumptions and restrictions. ‘ECML Checker’ automatically checks the checklist for an ECML model, and generates
a checking report as described in Fig. 18. This report has error
messages and guides for unsatisﬁed assumptions, and also shows
which variables or phases are causing problems along with the corresponding ECML model. In this way, a modeler can modify the
ECML model with support from the generated report in order to
enable translation to LHA.
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Fig. 17. An example of event port translation.
Table 2
Simpliﬁed checklist for ECML translation.
No.

Error message

Guide message

Level

I.1
I.2
I.3
I.4
I.5

String type variables are changed into real type.
Linear hybrid automata do not support user-deﬁned data types.
Linear hybrid automata do not support user-deﬁned functions.
Assignment should not include an input variable at phase.
Rate function, transition function, and output function should be linear.

–
Use other data types.
Remove user-deﬁned functions, and modify model.
Use transition assignment.
Use linear dynamics.

Warning
Error
Error
Error
Error

3.4. Implementing a CASE tool: ECMLtospaceex
We developed ‘ECMLtoSpaceEx’ and ‘ECML Checker’ using JAVA
programming language, and they contain approximately 15,0 0 0
and 11,0 0 0 lines of code, respectively. We mechanized the translation rules with the support of ANTLR [45] and integrated it into
an automatic translator, ‘ECMLtoSpaceEx.’ Fig. 19 shows the process
for ECML model veriﬁcation. The ECML model should satisfy the
assumptions and restrictions checked using ‘ECML Checker.’ As previously mentioned, based on the checking report (see Fig. 18), the
modeler can modify the original model to satisfy the underlying
assumptions and restrictions.
‘ECMLtoSpaceEx’ reads an ECML model of a speciﬁc format
and produces a LHA model that SpaceEx can read. The translated
SpaceEx model is structured into two parts: the part containing the
LHA models and that containing the SpaceEx conﬁguration ﬁle. The

LHA part includes a set of automata translated from ECML SM and
BM. An expert can add invariants or an input automaton [27,29] to
specify an input scenario, since ECML models obtain their input
scenario from an external environment, which is part of the simulation program.
The SpaceEx conﬁguration ﬁle part, on the other hand, provides
a template for veriﬁcation such as reachability. It consists of a
veriﬁcation scenario (e.g., PHAVer, STC, LGG), initial locations, initial states, and forbidden states. SpaceEx provides forbidden states
to specify veriﬁcation properties. If forbidden states are speciﬁed,
SpaceEx shows a result that describes the intersection ( ∩ ) of reachable states of the model and the forbidden states. This information
should be manually speciﬁed by an expert.
We used a SpaceEx virtual server for veriﬁcation. It produces
a veriﬁcation result with graphical and textual formats in order to
support analyses by domain experts. Currently, ‘ECMLtoSpaceEx’ has
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Fig. 18. Screen dump of the checking report generated by ECML Checker.

Fig. 19. ECML veriﬁcation process with SpaceEx.

Fig. 20. Sketch of the Barrel Production System.

no graphical interface, since it was embedded in the ECML modeling tool, EcoPOD.

3.5. Further considerations on the translation
ECML translation into nonlinear hybrid automata. Our translation
rules use passing locations and progress locations to describe de-

terministic transition in hybrid automata. The translation has two
preconditions for deterministic transition translation. The behavior
of all variables should be linear, and rate should not be deﬁned as
a range formula including zero such as “sC˙ ∈ [−1, 1]” in the original ECML model. If these preconditions are not satisﬁed, the obtained LHA could remain in a progress location, even when the corresponding guard is satisﬁed only once. A zero rate such as “sC˙ = 0”
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Fig. 21. The ECML SM for Barrel Production System.

is not an issue with respect to this precondition. If an ECML model
has this rate, the translated model will behave as the modeler intended. Since the linearity of the original ECML model is veriﬁed
and ensured by the ‘ECML Checker’, and ECML does not support the
deﬁnition of rate based on ranges, the two aforementioned preconditions are satisﬁed. We still need to reﬁne the translation rules
and ﬁnd a suitable analysis algorithm & supporting tool for nonlinear hybrid automata translation and veriﬁcation.
Formal deﬁnition of the translation. Formal deﬁnition of the proposed translation rules is strongly required to demonstrate, verify
or prove its functional correctness thoroughly. We are currently
working on this topic, but it’s challenging, as other literature reports [46–51], to provide formal, semi-formal, and graphical translation rules in different formats.
Functional correctness of the translation. Verifying the correctness of compilers, code generators and translators is one of the
most diﬃcult topics in computing research [52]. Research to verify
the correctness through various techniques has been reported (see
[53,54] for a survey). We are planning to apply compiler/translator
veriﬁcation techniques to assess the correctness of the proposed
translation rules.
4. Case study: A Barrel production system
This section models a ‘Barrel Production System’ with ECML, and
translates it into LHA. Section 4.1 brieﬂy explains the target system - ‘Barrel Production System,’ structured with the subsystems
‘Barrel-Filler System,’ and ‘Barrel-Mover System.’ In Section 4.2, the
considered subsystems are modeled as ECML BMs and translated
into LHA. The whole system is modeled as an ECML SM and translated into a network component of SpaceEx. All LHA based models
are generated mechanically from the ECML models of the ‘Barrel
Production System’ by the CASE tool ‘ECMLtoSpaceEx,’ and read by
SpaceEx to perform formal veriﬁcations such as safety veriﬁcation
and reachability analysis (Section 4.3). The translation with ‘ECMLtoSpaceEx’ takes 0.495 s and 18.985 MB RAM (mean value of 100
runs), with the ‘Barrel Production System.’ We performed the translation and analysis on a 2.5 GHz processor with 8 GB memory.
4.1. Overview of the model
Fig. 20 describes the ‘Barrel Production System.’ It has three
subsystems: ‘Barrel-Filler System,’ ‘Barrel-Mover System’ and ‘BarrelPacking System.’ The ‘Barrel-Filler System’ ﬁlls a barrel with a speciﬁc inﬂow and places the fully ﬁlled barrel on the conveyor belt.
The ‘Barrel-Mover System’ then moves the fully ﬁlled barrel to a

Fig. 22. Example behavior for the Barrel Production System.

speciﬁc point to pack it out. A conveyor belt transmits the barrel
at a certain velocity from the barrel-ﬁller system to the packing
point. The distance from the barrel to the packing point is calculated continuously. The fully ﬁlled barrel is ﬁnally packed. The case
study originated in [5], but we modiﬁed and extended it with the
barrel-mover system and the barrel-packing system.
The ‘Barrel Production System’ is modeled as an ECML SM as
shown in Fig. 21. It has two input variables and one output variable. As mentioned in Section 2.1, [A] (Analog) depicts continuous
values in EcoPOD. It also has two BMs and they are connected via
a discrete event variable barrel, which indicates production of a
fully ﬁlled barrel. Fig. 22 shows an example behavior for the Barrel
Production System. When switch is on, continuous input inﬂow increases the level of liquid in a barrel (i.e., contents). When time is 9,
a fully ﬁlled barrel is produced and replace by a new empty barrel
while switch is off, then the conveyor belt starts moving the barrel.
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Fig. 23. An ECML BM for the Barrel-Filler System (BMBF ).

A continuous state, barrel _dist starts to increase time 9, and the
conveyor belt stops when “barrel _dist == 10”. If a new fully ﬁlled
barrel is produced while another barrel is being moved, barrel _dist
is reset to 0 to move the fully ﬁlled barrel that arrived last. A new
fully ﬁlled barrel is produced at time 16, hence barrel _dist is reset
at this time, then increases again.
4.2. Translation of ECML models
This section translates BMs for Barrel-Production System according to the translation rules presented in Section 3.
4.2.1. Barrel-Filler system
Fig. 23 is an ECML BM for the Barrel-Filler System (BMBF ). It has
two input ports, one output port and one state variable. contents is
a continuous state variable, describing the level of liquid in a barrel. switch is a discrete input, which can open and close the valve.
When switch is set to open, a continuous input (inﬂow) increases
contents. barrel is a discrete event output indicating that a barrel is
completely ﬁlled.
The Barrel-Filler System ﬁlls a barrel and puts it out whenever
the barrel is ﬁlled up to a speciﬁc water level. The ECML BM has
three phases: closed, open, and barrelOut. The initial phase is closed,
and the value of contents is not changed in this phase. The system ﬁlls a barrel in the open phase. If contents is greater than
or equal to 10, the continuous state variable contents is reset to
0 and a barrel is produced (i.e., bar rel = tr ue) by the state transition labeled contents_high. The transition condition ‘true==true’ is
trivially true, hence the phase barrelOut changes automatically to
closed. This model assumes that a new empty barrel starts ﬁlling
as soon as a fully ﬁlled barrel is produced as in the original example in [5]. The formal deﬁnition of the basic ECML model BM for
the ‘Barrel-Filler System’ (BMBF ) is as follows in Fig. 24.
The state variables (SC , SD ) in ECML are translated into the local variables of subsystem in a SpaceEx model. Output variables (Y)
and state variables (SD , SC ) are translated into controlled variables.
A ﬂow for a controlled variable should be deﬁned in the subsystem.
The translation by ‘ECMLtoSpaceEx’ considers this property, thus
ﬂows are deﬁned for local variables and output variables, except
input variables (I = X \ C). In Fig. 25, every location in LHABF has a
ﬂow for contents and barrel, which are a local and output variables,
respectively, but does not have a ﬂow for switch, an input variable.

A special variable e is used in passing locations (Section 3.1.5). This
variable is a local variable, but ﬂow is omitted for e at progress locations. e is assigned a value of ‘0’ at ingoing and outgoing transitions of passing locations, thus it retains the ‘0’ value at passing
locations.
‘ECMLtoSpaceEx’ mechanically generated a LHA model in xml
format from the single ECML model BMBF in Fig. 23. Fig. 25 shows
the LHA model, as it can be seen in the SpaceEx model editor. The translated init information is described in a conﬁguration ﬁle (cfg format), since SpaceEx uses it to specify initial locations and initial values for all variables of each subsystem. The
LHABF functions as follows: the initial location is closed_pass. If the
switch is turned on (i.e., switch >= 1) at the closed_pass location,
it transits to open_pass, if not, it transits to closed_prog0 immediately. At closed_prog0, it waits until the switch is turned on. If
the model transits to open_pass, it checks the values of the switch
and contents. When the switch is turned off (i.e., switch < 1),
it returns to closed_pass. Otherwise, if the switch is on and contents < 10, it transits to open_ prog0, and then contents increases
according to contents== in f low. When contents increases to 10,
the model transits to barrel__barrelinput_pass0. The source BM in
Fig. 23 has a transition (open, barrelOut), however the LHA has one
more location barrel__barrelinput_pass0 for the discrete event variable translation (Section 3.2.2). It transits to closed_pass through
barrelOut_pass after resetting the discrete event variable. The formal deﬁnition of the linear hybrid automaton LHABF for the BarrelFiller System is as follows in Fig. 26.
4.2.2. Barrel-Mover system
Fig. 27 is an ECML BM for the Barrel-Mover System. It has one
input port, one output port and one state variable. barrel_dist is a
continuous state variable, describing the distance from the BarrelFiller System to the current position of a barrel on the conveyor
belt. barrelinput is a discrete event input, indicating an incoming
fully ﬁlled barrel. barrel_dist_out is a continuous output variable
for the barrel_dist. The BM moves a fully ﬁlled barrel to a speciﬁc
location (i.e., the point of packing, barrel _dist >= 10). As soon as
the barrel-ﬁller system produces a barrel, the Barrel-Mover System
obtains it through the connected port barrel_input as deﬁned in
Fig. 21. The initial phase is stopped, and when a fully ﬁlled barrel
arrives, the system transits to working and barrel _dist is increased.
If a new fully ﬁlled barrel arrives while the previous barrel is mov-
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Fig. 24. The formal deﬁnition of BMBF for the ‘Barrel-Filler System’.

Fig. 25. LHA model translated from Fig. 23 (in the SpaceEx model editor).

ing, it proceeds to the checkbarrel phase and reset barrel _dist to
move the last input barrel. It returns to the initial phase when all
barrels have been moved to a speciﬁc point (i.e., barrel _dist >= 10).
The formal deﬁnition of BMBM for the Barrel-Mover System is as follow in Fig. 28.
Fig. 29 shows a linear hybrid automaton model LHABM generated from Fig. 27. The initial state of LHABM is stopped_pass, and
the model transits to stopped_prog0 or stopped_prog1. CondE (P =
stopped, barrelinput = true ) in Fig. 27 has equal symbol and its
negation is not supported in SpaceEx, thus the translation uses two
progress locations, stopped_prog0 and stopped_prog1 (Section 3.2.2).
In each location, it waits for a fully ﬁlled barrel event. If a fully
ﬁlled barrel is placed on the conveyor belt (i.e., barrelinput ==
1), the model transits to working_prog0 or working_prog1 through
stopped_pass and working_pass. In order to reset berrelinput,
jump(stopped_pass, working_pass) has a syn label, which is the

same as (barrel__barrelinput_pass0, barrelOut_pass) in Fig. 25. At
working_prog0 and working_prog1, barrel_dist increases according to ﬂow barrel _dist == 1 to describe the current position
of the last produced full-ﬁlled barrel. The output variable barrel_dist_out outputs the value of barrel_dist simultaneously. If a
new fully ﬁlled barrel arrives while the conveyor belt is moving, the model transits to checkbarrel_pass, and then to barrel_dist_pass1. barrel_dist_out_pass0 and barrel_dist_out_pass1 are
passing locations for sequential variable assignment (Section 3.1.6).
The transitions (working, stopped) and (checkbarrel, working) reset barrel _dist in Fig. 27; however, the translated model would
have barrel _dist := 0 ∧ barrel _dist _out := barrel _dist in a jump, because of the assignment to barrel _dist _out at phase working
(Section 3.1.7). In order to model the same behavior, the transition
from checkbarrel _ pass to barrel _dist _out _ pass1 resets barrel _dist,
and then jump(barrel_dist_out_pass1, working_pass) outputs the up-
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Fig. 26. The formal deﬁnition of LHABF for the ‘Barrel-Filler System’.

Fig. 27. ECML BM for Barrel-Mover System (BMBM ).

dated and correct value, besides returning to working_ pass. The
LHA transits to stopped_pass through barrel_dist_out_pass0 when
all barrels have been moved to the packing position (i.e.,
barrel _dist >= 10). The formal deﬁnition of the linear hybrid automaton LHABM for the barrel moving system is as follows in Fig. 30.

4.2.3. Translation of the structural ECML model
Barrel Production System is originally modeled as an ECML SM,
which is composed of two BMs as shown in Fig. 21. The SM is
translated into a network component, and it has base components,
which are translated from the BMs. Fig. 31 is a network component
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Fig. 28. The formal deﬁnition of BMBM for the ‘Barrel-Mover System’.

Fig. 29. A LHA model translated from Fig. 27 (in SpaceEx model editor).

for the Barrel Production System. It has four base components. BarrelProduct_BarrelFiller and BarrelProduct_BarrelMover are deﬁned as
shown in Fig. 25 and Fig. 29, respectively. timer is a base component to support the analysis of the veriﬁcation result and details
of timer are depicted in Section 4.3.
BarrelProduct_Input_1 is an input automaton for veriﬁcation. We
manually created the input automaton for veriﬁcation based on
Fig. 22, since ECML obtains the input scenario from an external
environment, which is a part of the simulation program. Fig. 32
shows this input automaton. It generates an input scenario where
in_switch and f low_in evolve as described in Fig. 22. The transitions of the input automaton works deterministically. It starts to
generate ﬂow_in and the value is sent to Barrel-Filler System. When
time is 9, a fully ﬁlled barrel is produced in Barrel-Filler System,
besides that the input automaton does not generate input. After 2
time units it generates input again.

4.3. Veriﬁcation of the translated LHA
SpaceEx obtains a model ﬁle and a conﬁguration ﬁle as inputs,
and generates the veriﬁcation result with textual and graphical
formats [55]. A conﬁguration ﬁle deﬁnes the initial states of the
model, veriﬁcation scenario, forbidden states, and other options
for veriﬁcation. This ﬁle can be modiﬁed in the SpaceEx web interface. We chose PHAVer as veriﬁcation scenario; therefore, we
need to manually set the initial states, forbidden states, Max. iteration, and output format. Initial states deﬁne the initial locations
of subsystems and initial values of variables. Max. iteration refers
to the maximum number of iterations for the reachability algorithm, which is the total number of discrete post computations
on symbolic states [12]. An appropriate number should be set for
Max. iteration, since it could induce the state explosion problem if
it is too large, or an inaccurate veriﬁcation result when it is too
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Fig. 30. The formal deﬁnition of LHABM for the ‘Barrel-Mover System’.

small. If forbidden states are provided, SpaceEx intersects the forbidden states with system states, to verify whether these states are
reachable. However, forbidden states are not adequate to check the
sequence of states such as a reachability analysis using temporal
logics [56,57]. We carefully speciﬁed the forbidden states and conducted timed-based analysis with support of the timer component.
We performed a reachability analysis [58] for one safety requirement and two reachability requirements using SpaceEx.

Safety Requirement 1 “The content of a barrel should not exceed
10 liters”.
Reachability Requirement 1 “A fully ﬁlled barrel is moved to the
end of the conveyor belt”.
Reachability Requirement 2 “The conveyor belt starts to move after
the ﬁrst fully ﬁlled barrel arrives”.
Table 3 shows the conﬁgurations for the reachability analysis.
Scenario, Initial States, and Max. Iteration are the common ele-

Fig. 31. A network component obtained from the Barrel Production System (in the SpaceEx model editor).
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Fig. 32. Input automaton for veriﬁcation (in the SpaceEx model editor).
Table 3
SpaceEx conﬁgurations for case study.
Scenario

PHAVer

Initial States

BarrelProduct _Bar relMover .e == 0&barrelinput == 0&out _dist == 0
&barrel _dist == 0&t == 0&BarrelProduct _Barrel F il l er.e == 0
&switch == 0&contents == 0&inﬂow == 0
&loc (BarrelProduct _BarrelMover ) == stopped_ pass
&loc (BarrelProduct _Barrel F il l er ) == closed_ pass
&loc (BarrelProduct _Input _1 ) == loc1

Max. Iteration

−1

Requirement

Forbidden states

Output

Safety1

contents > 10

Text(.txt)

Reachability1

(loc(BarrelProduct _BarrelMover )
== working_ prog0 |loc (BarrelProduct _BarrelMover )
== working_ prog1 )&barrel _dist == 10

Text(.txt)

Reachability2

2D graph(.gen)/t, contents, barrelinput,barrel _dist

Table 4
Runtime and memory usage of SpaceEx reachability analyses.
Requirement

Safety1
Reachability1
Reachability2

Memory

Time

Mean (kb)

Deviation

Mean (s)

Deviation

3040
3040
3072

0
0
0

0.868
0.850
1.255

0.0024
0.0030
0.0025

ments of the three reachability analyses and we set forbidden states
for each requirement. Initial states are mechanically generated by
‘ECMLtoSpaceEx’ from the source ECML model, and Max. iteration
is set as ‘−1,’ which means that ‘the reachability analysis only terminates if a ﬁxed point is found.’ The runtime and memory usage
of the reachability analyses are described in Table 4. We performed
each reachability analysis 100 times on a SpaceEx virtual server.
We set an error state as “content of a barrel is over 10 liters”
to check the safety requirement, and conduct a reachability analysis for the error state. If the reachability analysis result shows that
the error state is unreachable in all cases, we can conclude that the
model satisﬁes the safety requirement. Forbidden states set as ‘contents > 10’ to deﬁne the error state. Fig. 33(a) shows the result of
this reachability analysis in SpaceEx Web interface. The veriﬁcation

result shows that “Forbidden states are not reachable” as a console
message, and the textual output is an empty set in Fig. 33(b). It
means that the error state is not reachable, thus we conclude that
the safety property is satisﬁed.
We deﬁne two forbidden states to verify Reachability Requirement 1. First, “A fully ﬁlled barrel is moving” and second, “The barrel is moved to the end of the conveyor belt”. The Barrel-Mover System conveys fully ﬁlled barrels at working_ prog0 or working_ prog1
in Fig. 29. The fully ﬁlled barrel event ‘barrelinput == 1’ in
Fig. 29 could not be used to specify the ﬁrst forbidden states, since
barrel _dist is reset whenever the event occurs. The second state
can be simply speciﬁed as barrel _dist == 10. The veriﬁcation result is “Forbidden states are reachable” and the textual output describes that the forbidden states are satisﬁed at ‘t == 26’ as shown
in Fig. 33(c). We can conclude that the model satisﬁes Reachability
Requirement 1.
We analyzed the sequential behaviors of the model in order
to check whether the model satisﬁes Reachability Requirement 2.
It is composed of two conditions: “The ﬁrst fully ﬁlled barrel arrives”, and then “The conveyor belt starts to move”. A fully ﬁlled
barrel event can occur a few times, thus we need to ﬁnd out when
the event occurs for the ﬁrst time, and analyze the response behavior of the model for the event. SpaceEx generates a graphical
format veriﬁcation result, and it needs a time variable in order to
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Fig. 33. Veriﬁcation results for Safety Requirement1 & Reachability Requirement1.

generate the sequential change of the variable. Therefore, ‘ECMLtoSpaceEx’ generates an additional base component (timer) to support the analysis of the sequential change of variables. The base
component timer has only one variable t and one location. The
value of t increases according to the ﬂow ‘t == 1’, without being
interrupted by any other components. We used the t variable as a
global clock variable, which is useful when analyzing the veriﬁcation results of SpaceEx. As indicated in Table 3, we also used empty
forbidden states, since SpaceEx shows the states of a model when
the model satisﬁes the forbidden states. SpaceEx shows all the states
of a model when the forbidden states are empty.

Figs. 34(b)–(d) show 2D graph outputs of SpaceEx for Reachability Requirement 2. Fig. 34(b) is a graph describing the sequential
change of contents, and it shows that contents needs 9 time units
to attain a value equal to 10. At 9 time units, fully ﬁlled barrel
event barrelinput occurs for the ﬁrst time as shown in Fig. 34(c).
barrel _dist is equal to 0 until this time, and then increases when
the Barrel-Mover System obtains the event as shown in Fig. 34(d).
Hence, we conclude that Reachability Requirement 2 is satisﬁed.
It is possible to determine whether the behavior of the translated model is the same as that in Fig. 22. Fig. 34(a) shows the sequential change of inﬂow, and contents increases according to the
behavior of inﬂow. barrelinput occurs at 9, 16, and 28 time units,
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Fig. 34. Sequential changes of variables.

thus barrel _dist is reset and increases every time the event occurs.
barrel _dist is also reset at 26 time units, because the last fully ﬁlled
barrel is moved to the end of the conveyor belt. The output variable out _dist outputs the current position of the fully ﬁlled barrel
on the conveyor belt (i.e., barrel _dist), and its behavior is shown in
Fig. 34(e).

5. Related work
We surveyed modeling and veriﬁcation techniques for hybrid
systems to ﬁnd eﬃcient ways for verifying the ECML model, as
listed in Table 5. Important criteria pertinent to our discussion are:
(1) should be non-commercial, and (2) should perform formal veriﬁcation automatically, i.e., model checking, not a theorem-proving
technique.
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Table 5
Tools for modeling, analyzing and verifying hybrid systems.
Name

Objective

Input front-end

Veriﬁcation method

Commercial

CHARON[6]
CheckMate[59]a
d/dt[60]
Ellipsoidal ToolBox[61]a
GBT[63]a
HSIF[64]
HSolver[65]
HyTech[10]
HyVisual[66]
KeYmaera[67]
Level Set ToolBox[68]a
MATISSE[70]a
MultiParametric ToolBox[71]a
PHAVer[11]
Ptolemy II[72]
SHIFT[73]
SpaceEx[12]
STeP[74]

Modeling, simulation
Veriﬁcation
Veriﬁcation
Veriﬁcation
Computation
Modeling, simulation
Veriﬁcation
Veriﬁcation
Modeling
Veriﬁcation
Veriﬁcation
Veriﬁcation
Simulation, veriﬁcation
Veriﬁcation
Modeling, Simulating
Modeling, translation
Veriﬁcation
Veriﬁcation

CHARON language
Autonomous linear Hybrid automata
Linear hybrid automata
Controlled linear hybrid system
Polytope, ellipsoid
Network (collection of hybrid automata)
Input hybrid system
Linear hybrid automata
Embedded systems
Differential dynamic logic
Partial differential equation
Transition system
Piecewise aﬃne systems
Linear I/O hybrid automata
Embedded system (contains hybrid system)
SHIFT language
Hybrid automata
Real-time system

None
Rectangular polytopes Automation
Over-approximation
Pararellotope method[62]
Convex hull determination
None
Constraint propagationb
Quantiﬁer elimination, validity checking
None
Symbolic decompositionb
Hamilton-Jacobi equation solutions[69]
Bisimulation
Linear/quadratic programming solver
On-the-ﬂy over-approximation
Non-hybrid system Veriﬁer
None
Time-step ﬂowpipe computation
Invariant generationb

No
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
No
No
No
No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No
No
No
No

a
b

Requiring Matlab, commercial.
Theorem proving.

We selected ﬁve tools appropriate for our criteria: d/dt, PHAVer,
SpaceEx, and Ptolemy II. HyTech [10] focuses on simple continuous
dynamics in each discrete state. We translated and tried to verify a
simple vehicle model [28,75] with an input scenario automaton.
The translated model is structured with 4 sub-systems, 19 variables and 38 locations, however we could not conduct reachability
analysis because of scalability of HyTech [11,30]. HyTech used up
to 4 GB memories and aborted the translated model veriﬁcation.
d/dt [60] can verify hybrid systems with linear continuous dynamics under uncertain bounded input using an over-approximation
method. PHAVer [11] supplements the weakness of HyTech [76] and
supports an I/O structure. It can compute non-convex polyhedra [77], and has an enhanced ﬁxed-point computation. SpaceEx
[12] can verify linear hybrid systems using various forms of a polyhedron. It also uses a time-step extension of a scalable time-elapse
algorithm for veriﬁcation. Ptolemy II [72] can verify a hybrid system using one of three model checkers: NuSMV [78], REDLIB [79],
and Real Time Maude [80]. NuSMV is a model checker for ﬁnite
state systems, and REDLIB is a model checker for timed automata.
Real Time Maude can analyze a hybrid system, but it is not a veriﬁcation tool for hybrid systems. In addition, Ptolemy II includes
HyBisual which can model a hybrid system visually.
We have challenging work in order to conduct model checking for ECML models. SpaceEx supports large scale (i.e., number) of
variables, but it could not be suﬃcient for large scale models. We
tried to apply our translation rules to conduct reachability analysis on an industrial vehicle example (see Fig. 3). We conducted
reachability analysis for the model, however, the analysis needed
many modiﬁcations of the model because the model system has
many nonlinear dynamics and user-deﬁned functions. In order to
conduct liveness and fairness analyses other than reachability, we
need temporal logic based veriﬁcation environment [81], and we
are considering other veriﬁcation tools to analyze various dynamics [82].
6. Conclusion and future work
This paper describes translation rules for verifying ECML hybrid simulation models that are mechanized by supporting tools.
Based on the rules, an ECML model is translated into linear hybrid
automata and then a formal veriﬁcation, such as safety veriﬁcation and reachability analysis, is supported by SpaceEx. An ECML
model is described as a structural model, which comprises structured behavioral models, and these models are translated into a

network component and base components of SpaceEx, respectively.
SpaceEx then performed formal veriﬁcation on the translated models successfully. We implemented the proposed translation rules
into an automatic translator, ‘ECMLtoSpaceEx,’ and required the
ECML model to satisfy the assumptions and restrictions checked
by ‘ECML Checker’. We tried to verify an industrial vehicle ECML
model with our veriﬁcation technique; however, the approach is
not directly suitable because the model has too many user-deﬁned
functions and nonlienar dynamics.
We expect it to be possible to use our translation rules to support veriﬁcation of ECML models with tools other than SpaceEx
with minor modiﬁcations, since they translate ECML models into
linear hybrid automata based models, which is a notation commonly accepted by other veriﬁcation tools. Currently, we are developing formal translation rules, and are also trying to translate
ECML models into nonlinear hybrid automata, besides proposing
veriﬁcation strategies for these automata.
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